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Havana, one year after the Cuban Missile Crisis. The city is locked in a resentful frustration after 

Khrushchev’s betrayal. Vengeful spite is on the lips of everyone in Cuba, all except one man. 

Rafael, a disgraced revolutionary turned car mechanic. A communist poster boy and driver of nuclear 

warheads before the crisis. He could’ve been of Che Guevara’s fame but his wife, Lola, drowned in a 

storm attempting to defect. Heartbroken, fallen from grace, Rafael’s country means less to him than 

the bottle in his hand. He retreats to his dank, rusted garage to teach Luca, his would-be nephew, to 

repair cars while Rafael drinks.  

One morning Luca is found dead, beaten, and strangled. Ground Zero to a rumour that a nuke has 

been left behind on Cuban soil. Rafael grieves while Lorenzo, a wretched communist enforcer, 

bandages his bruised knuckles and plots his next move. 

Returning to his garage, Rafael is surprised to meet Nina, a Soviet agent, and about to lose her 

patience. She wants answers but Rafael is sure the nuke is just a rumour. She’s not taking no for an 

answer, Castro is out for blood, Cuba is raising arms and Rafael is next. Her prophecies are confirmed 

when Lorenzo and his goons arrive with guns, handcuffs, and questions. With Nina’s help, Rafael 

quietly slips out, wondering when they might next meet. 

He seeks the counsel of his old friend El Capitan. He’s twice Rafael’s age, a lifelong Russian sailor and 

one of the men who sailed nukes to Cuba. He offers Rafael a drink and a lead, the Harbour Master’s 

manifest. Rafael is forced to reunite with faces he hoped would stay forgotten. 

At first glance it all lines up, each nuke with a nickname delivered and returned. Rafael lifts a photo 

of him, Lorenzo, El Capitan and the Soviets on the beach. A missile on a truck sits behind them with 

the name ‘Lola’ painted in white. He remembers is his wife’s horror. Seeing her name written on an 

engine of death, no wonder she fled. Even worse, her name isn’t in the log. A nuke has gone missing. 

Constantly dodging Lorenzo’s crosshairs, Rafael grasps at every lead, taking any evidence he can find 

so long as it comes with a drink. He’s searches across the city and his muddled mind, desperate to 

remember where he left his bomb, until he walks blindly into a snare.  To make matters worse, the 

US is preparing to strike. Rafael’s got 48 hours, no new leads and nothing to drink. 

He confides his fear in Nina, but their comfort is short lived. Lorenzo springs an ambush and captures 

Rafael. Tortured in a prison basement, lies and lost memories are all the comfort Rafael can find 

between beatings. He gives Lorenzo a false lead and is abandoned to wallow in his pain. Parched and 

pierced, he remembers, at last, a kind memory of his wife, and with it, the place he hid the nuke. 

He calls El Capitan. Bring a ship to the port, a storm is brewing off the coast. Rafael finds the nuke, 

‘Lola’, in the dark of an overlooked warehouse, and drives it to the harbour. He’s going to sail it out 

as lightning gathers on the horizon. El Capitan refuses, handing him a letter from a Lola, living in 

Merida, Mexico. It seems Rafael isn’t the only one seeking redemption. 

Lorenzo arrives too late as Rafael watches the distant ship lights vanish under the hurricane. Lorenzo 

throws himself in the ocean, clawing at the waves in a doomed attempt to save the bomb, or escape 

Castro’s wrath. He does not return to shore, and the world steps back from the brink once again. 

Cuba is safe but Rafael’s work is not done. Sober but in servitude, he must repay his debts to 

Moscow. Cradling the unopened letter, Rafael boards a plane to leave sunny Cuba behind for good. 


